
Name__________________________________________ Date_______________ Hour______ Table#______ 

Complete the puzzle found at http://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=play&pid=30a75cca8353   

Select  

 

 

 

After finishing the puzzle, complete the following matching activity.  

Write the letter of the description on the line before each matching 

step name.  

 

______1. Question 

______2. Hypothesis 

______3. Procedure 

______4. Experiment 

______5. Data Analysis 

______6. Conclusion 

______7. Abstract 

______8. Presentation 

 

 

A. Create a display and present to the judges 

or public 

B. Ask a question, and then research your 

topic 

C. Organize and evaluate your data 

D. What’s your best guess? 

E. What did you find? Was your hypothesis 

correct? 

F. Summarize your experiment 

G. Write very specific directions for your 

experiment 

H. Observe closely and record data 

 

http://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=play&pid=30a75cca8353


Name__________________________________________ Date_______________ Hour______ Table#______ 

1) Pour 150 mL of tap water into one 150 mL plastic cup. 

2) Place one mint (begin with green) into cup of measured tap water. Begin timing with your 

second-hand timer. 

3) Leave mint until mint begins to break apart. Stop your timer. Record your elapsed time on 

the data chart. 

4) Repeat steps 1-3 for each color mint (yellow, pink & white). Record your 

data on the chart in the appropriate spaces. 

5) Repeat steps 1-3 twice more for each color mint. 

6) Record your data and then find the average elapsed time for each color of mint. 

 

I. Label the part of the scientific method that each example represents on the short lines before the examples. 

 

A.  Hypothesis    B.  Purpose/Problem 

C.  Conclusion    D.  Dependent variable 

E.  Procedure    F.  Constant 

G.  Title     H.  Materials 

I.  Independent variable 

 

 

1. _____  

 

 

2. _____ Does the color of a mint affect the time it takes for that mint to dissolve in water? 

 

 

3. _____ If I use different colored mints, then the color WILL NOT affect the dissolve time in water. 

 

 

4. _____ A Hint of Mint 

 

 

5. _____ The data does support the original hypothesis. Different colored mints do not dissolve at different  

rates. 

 

 

6. _____ (What changes; the result) The mint's dissolve time in water 

 

 

7. _____  

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. _____ Water temperature, the way the mints are dropped in the water, amount of water 

 

 

 

9. _____ (What I change) The color of the mints  

II.  List the order in which these steps should occur (write the numbers only). 

 

1) 4 - 150 ml plastic cups 

2) 1 graduated cylinder 

3) 3 each of green, yellow, pink, and white dinner-type mints 

4) a clock with a second hand 

5) tap water that is room temperature 


